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The Origin of Man from the Anthropoid Stem
When and Where?
(From Bicentenary Number
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Americall Philosophical Society's Proceedings, rol. LX f.' I, 1927)

By WILLIAM K. GREGORY

P

ROFESSOR OSBORN has recently argued that for
more than one million years past our ancestors have
been erect-walking, large-brained, speaking men, not differing in essentials from the human genus of to-day and
contrasting profoundly with the arboreal or semi-arboreal
great apes.
This immense vista of man's antiquity and of his aloofness from other mammals has called forth more than one
expressi.on of thankfulness that the much maligned human
race has at last been freed by anthropological science
from a degrading sense of kinship with apes and monkeys
-repulsive creatures whose very names in ancient and
modern times have been usee in contempt and derision.
This bar sinister in man's reputed pedigree has been
viewed with horror by many anti-evolutionists, who have
sought by every artifice of rhetoric t.o discredit the idea;
but scientists of world-wide reputation have also striven
either to secure a verdict of "not proven" or to establish
a complete alibi for mankind.
And now Professor Osborn hands down a decision at
first sight quite adverse to the claims of the anthropoid
tribe to the place of honor as man's next of kin. Specifically, he holds that these animals "constitute a separate
branch of the great division of primates, not only inferi.or
to the Hominidre but totally disconnected from the human
family from its earliest infancy."
But, like the slave in the classical story whose unpleasant and doubtless risky duty it was to remind royalty
"JI,1emenlo le hominem esse." I c.onceive it as my hard
duty to remind mankind that these poor relations of ours,
mute witnesses of the past, are still with us and that the
evidence of our lowly origin can hardly be waved aside
on the ground of the length and aloofness of our own
lineage.
If we concentrate our attention on the evidence for the,
at first, almost inconceivable antiquity of man as an independent family, we may easily forget that the Pliocene
epoch is next to the nearest to us of a long line of known
geologic epochs, most of which are many times longer
than the Plioceneitself. If we accept Barrell's estimates
based on the rate of disintegration of uranium into lead
and helium, we find that even the Lower Pliocene is only
some six million years distant from us, while the beginning of the Eocene is set down as some sixty million years
ago. And what is this in turn, compared with the 700
millions of years since the beginning of the Palreozoic?
At most, the human race has then been proved to be a
superior line of its own for less than onc hundredth part
of the time that bivalve molluscs have been separate from
uni val ves or sponges from corals.
Man is not the only mammal of the Pliocene epoch that
was already substantially like his modern representatives.
Palreontologists have shown that the same is true of the

horses, tapirs, rhinoceroses, elephants, bears, pigs, monkeys, apes and many other mammals. In other words,
the amount of evolution that has apparently taken place
since Pliocene times in all these groups appears at first
sigh t to be su rprisingly sligh t.
However, if the geologic epochs themselves extend as
many millions of years as they are supposed to do, is it
any wonder that the old "phylogenetic trees" have been
lengthened into clusters of nearly parallel lines, converging only at extremely distant points? But because horses
and asses may have been on separate lines far longer than
was formerly thought are they in reality :ll1Y less nearly
related to each other than they were before? And in
general are zoological relationships, e.g. of the horse to
the rhinoceros and the tapir, really altered because our
ideas of the antiquity in years of all creatures has been
greatly expanded?
Partly because the amount of evolution since Pliocene
times appears at first sight to have been very slight and
because evolution in the horses, proboscidealls, and many
other families has usually been extremely slow throughout the Tertiary period, it might be suspected that evolution in man has been equally slow and that man will be
proved to be distinct from other families as far back as
the families of horses, rhinoceroses, proboscideans, etc.,
were separate from each other i that is, as far back as at
least the Eocene epoch.
H.owever, primitive horses, with undiminished side toes
and short-crowned teeth, in general characteristic of the
Oligocene epoch, persist in the Miocene, side by side with
more progressive families "'ith reduced side toes and
long-crowned teeth, leading to modern horses. So, too,
it is generally recognized that certain groups have changed
but little during enormous reaches of geologic time, while
others have become profoundly specialized during the same
period. Among the mammals, the opossum has come
down to us with only slight m.odifications in the dentition
from the primitive marsupials of the Upper Cretaceous.
The family of horses, on the other hand, during the same
period underwent intensive modifications. In view of
all this, where is the direct evidence that the evolution of
man has proceeded at approximately the same average rate
as that of the horse and his congeners, and that the two
families date back equally far in geologic time?
Before taking up the di rect paheontological evidence
on this matter, let us consider several lines of indirect
evidence.
If man and ape had parted company as long ago as did
tapir and horse, their relatively higher instability should
have made their molar patterns far more different from
each other than those of tapir and horse, \vhereas the contrary is the fact. This assuredly adds weight to the
argument that the kinship of man to the chimpanzee is
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far closer than that of the tapir to the horse, and that the
separation of the first pair was a much later event than
the separation of the second pair.
Those who oppose Darwin's conclusion that man is an
offshoot from the anthropoid stem must attribute to
"parallelism" the numerous resemblances between the
anthropoid dentition and that of man, notwithstanding
the fact that these resemblances persist in spite of the profound differences in diet between the prevailingly frugivorous apes and the prevailingly carnivorous-herbivDrous
man. But if the very numerous detailed and fundamental
resemblances between anthropoid dentition and that of
man are due to parall.elism, what warrant is there for
using quite similar dental resemblances and differences for
uniting and distinguishing the members of the families of
elephants and odd-toed hoofed animals?
In judging the interrelationships of the members of any
large group the evidence deri\'ed from the dentition should
of course be supplemented and checked wherever possible
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cording to the well established principle of adaptive radiation, after the descendants of an ancient common stock
pass from the ancestral life-zone to a new one, their
whole locomotor skeleton becomes adapted to the new
mode of life. It is well known that these new adaptations
tend to cover-up and Dbscure the characters inherited from
the older environment and contrasting widely with each
other in their modes of locomotion, show the maximum
contrast in their mind limbs, whereas the horse and the
tapir, continuing to use their limbs in much the same
way as did their remote CDmmon ancestors, differ from
each other chiefly in the fact that in the horse tendencies
toward centralizing the axis of the foot, which are already
clearly visible in the tapir, have been carried to the extreme. And it will be shown presently that in spite of
the striking difference of the human foot from that of
the chimpanzee, its origin is perfectly explicable on the
hypothesis that it has been derived from the foot of a
primitive anthropoid type by a definite change of function
invoh'ed in the abandonment of arboreal life and the assumption of bipedal running habits.
The striking difference between the foot of the anthropoids and that of man has led Sir Ray Lankester and
others to regard the evolutionary gap between anthropoids
and man as equally profollnd and has been the principal
objection to Darwin's theory of the origin of man. This
brings us to the very kernel of the whole question, namely,
\vas man's place in nature correctly determined by Darwin, Huxley and Haeckel; is he-still definitely the next
of kin to the anthropDid stock, or does he represent an
entirely independent group of unknown origin and relationshi ps?
(Prof. Gregory's anS\\"er to this question will appear In
our next number).

Fig. I.-Skeleton of right fore limb of 11, Tapir; E, Horse; C.
Chimpanzee; D, Man (Veddah). C and D after Sarasin.

by the characters observed in other parts of the body,
especially the skeleton of the limbs and feet. Let us apply
this test to our inquiry as to whether chimpanzee and man
are more nearly allied in structure than tapir and horse.
Fig. 1 will en-able the reader to compare the forearm and
hand of chimpanzee and man on the one hand and of
tapir and horse on the other.
Is the difference in the forearm and hand of chimpanzee and man anywhere nearly so profound as that between
tapir and horse? Here the evidence suggests that even on
the assumption of equal changes in equal times, chimpanzee and man have not been separated nearly so long as
have tapir and horse, and again it will be noted that this
greater resemblance between chimpanzee and man persists in spite of the marked difference in their habits.
The di fferences between the hind limbs and feet of
chimpanzee and man, while very conspicuous, are on the
whole not nearly so great as the differences between the
hind limbs and feet of tapir and horse (Fig. 2). Ac-
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Fig. 2.-Skeleton of right hind limb of 11, Tapir; E, Horse; C,
Chimpanzee; D. Man.
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Brains-How Come?
By

ALLAN STRO;\iC BROi\IS

v.

M

AN'S big advantage over his ,fellow animals is his adaptability.
He got that from the babies.
ParadoxicallY,
they helped him by being helpless. They did the finest j~b
of brain building ever-for man's is not only bigger, but really
di'fferent. Yet it grew out of the animal brain and certainI-'
was not a special creation.
•
The animals-meaning the other animals-act by instinct.
They are born that way. For instincts are just race habits, inherited and all set to go. Being on hand at birth, they need not
be learned and they fit the animal young to start off living fullfledged. Our babies can't do that; but they ({Ill leam. Gro\Yn
up, they beat the world.
Our babies are helpless for lack of the self-preservative instincts. That sounds like a handicap, but it's an asset,-if there
are parents around to substitute at preserving from hunger, cold
and danger. With parents on the job, instincts are superfluous
and only tie us to ways of our ancestors, ways once good in their
time and place, since natural seJection picked them ,for race
habits, but now out-of-date. For the world has moved and
new problems face us. Our ancestral ways ha\'e turned to
handicaps and must be done over for present fitness.

But how change? One of two ways. By natural selection
through the survival of such children, grand-children, greatgrand-children, great-great-grand-children, and so on, that happer
- j ust happen-to vary towards fitness to the new times and
places. Either that way, or through the adaptable mind, that
can learn how 1l0W, that can train to do in new wa\'s and think
out solutions for new problems. The animals, ins;inct guided,
win in the gamble for survival if their evolution beats the environmental changes. Man beats them all through quick changes,
by training and invention. For that he must thank the babies.
For the baby (protected by parents), can start off with a dean
mental slate. He is not cluttered up with wrong answers, with
out-of-date instincts that served the simple jungle needs of his
ancestors, but can never meet the complex needs of our hnman
Jives. The clumsy and inarticulate baby can do almost nothing
to start with, but potentially he is a J ack-of-all-trades. He starts
as a squirming bundle of waste motions,-kicks, gurgles, wails,
and waving arms. There are lots of motions to pick from and
some prove useful (pleasurable) and survive through repetition.
The others lapse through disnse or are suppressed as in the \\·a".
Repetition gives skill to the survivors, for practice makes pe;fect. These aC'luired habits are ruts like instincts, but we make
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motions and rmbound capacities.

them ourselves to fit present needs and we can change them
if need be, for they are less deeply rooted. Once acquired, they
serve as the mind's private secretary, attending to routine details
and leaving the big boss mind to tackle new problems.
For also, the human mind invents solutions for problems. Not
so the beast's. He is all primed to act, not to think. Something
in his world touches him-through ears, eyes, nose, touch-a
stimulus, He responds with automatic action-trigger-quickinstinctively, In his jungle world, he who hesitates is lost.
Man's world is fairly free from such dangers, but full of complex
problems, and many apparent solutions, some right, some wrong.
So he must choose and combine acts and means in new ways to
get new results. In his world, he \\ho does not hesitate--and
think inventively-is lost.
For such thinking and doing, man needs a lot of facts and
training, true facts about his world, what h.e may expect of it
and what he call do with it, and trained skill in his many,
diverse doings. So much learning needs a lot of time for education, time free from the cares of serious labor and living.
Childhood, under parental care, gives that carefree time. \\'ith
us it may a\'erage sixteen to twenty years "'hen we can pby
at lidng-which is good practice---and experiment with this
and that - and soak up lots of useful facts, before we settle
down to business. Through this period of "schooling" \Ye get
human adaptability, our big lead on the other animals. You
can almost measure the adaptive inte1li~ence of any animal by
the length of its infancy. The mammal mother, nursing her
baby, watching O\'er it, playing; with it, took a bi£ step forward
towards better brains, And because our babies start off with
just enough instincts to get by with under parental care and take
so long in growing up, \Ye ourselves finish up well informed,
skillful and resourceful, able to make so much of the world into
\\,hich we come. \\' e take more time getting ready, so \\'e d"
a better job.
The babies really made lIS, of course with the help of beller
seeing eyes, handy free hands, and impro,"ed brain connections
and other good aids to body and brain. Also they made '"
O'l.'U, gave us parental and family feelings, the real bonds of
matrimony being bab," ribbons. That made a fine foundation
for the other social sentiments \\'hieh followed and made us all
a lot easier to li\'e with. Brain and so-called soul, we O\\e
them largely to the babies.
The next article will be on "The I n,ide "i the Brain \\'orks" .

-Courtesy Billy Katterfeld
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Rulers of the Ancient Seas
fly

FREDERIC A. LUCAS

Honorary Direc/or, American
liST as Greece, Carthage and Rome in turn ruled the seas
in the days we call olu, so, long _before the auyent of man,
the seas were ruled by successive races of creatures whose bones
now lie scattereu over the bed of the l\lediterranean. for a time
the armor-clad fishes helu undisputed sway; then their reign
was ended by the coming of the sharks, who in turn gave way
to the Jish-lizards, the Ichthyosaurs and Plesiosaurs.
Though they were big for reptiles and some were real giants,
fifty feet long, they do not merit the adjective "gigantic" so
liberally bestowed upon them. They \Hre of many species of
assorted sizes. The smaller Ichthyosaurs were, so to speak, reptilian porpoises, but provideu with four useful paddles instead
of just t\\O, in addition to a powerful tail whose shape and use
were long unsolYed problems. This long tail was bent at a
sharp angle to the backbone and this was taken to mean the

J

Ich/hyoJallrllJ (/he /iJh-lizard) preJJcd /Ia/
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a rod, J/ab.

-Courtesy Am. Museum Nat. Hi,t.
existence of horizontally flattened tail. But when a finely preserved specimen came to light, lying upon one side and ha\'ing
the tail in place, 10 it was much like the tail of a shark, only
reversed, the lower lobe being longer than the upper. This
means that the reptile came to the surface to breathe, while the
shark goes down in search of food and to escape danger. The
more perfect specimens also showed an unsuspected high back
fin precisely like that of a porpoise.
The long-necked Plesiosaur was like "a snake threaded through
the body of a turtle", the shell, howe\"er, being lacking, as the
body was covered by a smooth skin. Despite the snake-like neck,
the Plesiosaurs may have been a stiff-neckeu tribe on account of
their biconcave vertebrae.
Having played their roles of rulers of the seas, Ichthyosaurs
and Plesiosaurs in due time passed off the stage of life to give
place to the great marine reptiles called ~Iosasaurs, that extended
their empire around the world, from New Zealand to North
America. Great they were, but there is a universal tendency
to magnify the reptile we never saw as well as the fish that
"got away," and the greatest of animals will shrink before a
two-foot rule. No animals known to have existed were ever
larger than our whales amI few l\losasaurs exceeded in size a
first-class Crocodile. Very rarely a l\Iosasaur reached a length
of forty feet and even twenty-five feet is large, while the great
Mugger, or Man-eating Crocodile, may attain a length of thirty
feet, a fit match for most Mosasaurs.
The first of these sea-reptiles to be discovered now reposes in
the Paris Musee d'Histoire Naturelle. after having changed
hands several times. The original owner, M. Hoffman, presided
for weeks over the arduous task of separating the remains from
the surrounding rock. The extraordinary discovery excited so
much interest that the canon of the nearby cathedral, as lord of
the manor, laid claim to the fossil and succeeded, after a long
and harassing lawsuit, in obtaining the precious relic. But during the French Revolution, the armies of the Republic, advised
by a committee of savants, spared from bombardment that part
of the city in which the fossil was known to be. Shrewdly sus-
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pecting the reason for the peculiar lavor shown his residence,
the canon concealed the specimen in a vault; but when the city
\\"as taken, he had to give up his ill-gotten prize \\-hich was
then moved to its present museum location.
The seas that rolled over \Hstern Kansas were the headquarters of the Mosasaurs and thousands of specimens have been
taken from the chalk bluffs of that region, some so well preserved that we are well acquainted \vith both internal structure
a-nd outward appearance. They were great, overgrowll, swimming lizards adapted to a roving, predatory life by their powerful tails and paddle-shaped feet. Their cup-and-ball vertebrae
gave great flexibility of body, their sharp teeth helped capture
slippery prey and the structure of the lower jaw shows that
they bolted their food in great chunks. In snakes, \\hich also
swallow their prey entire, the t\\"O halves of the lower jaw are
loosely over the gape of the mouth. The pelican solves the same
problem by the length of his mandibles which bow apart to form
a nice, little landing net. In the Mosasaurs each half of the
lowtr jaw was joined so as to bow olltward when opened :lnd
to :ldd greatly to the swallowing c:lpacity. Extend your :lrms at
full length, the palms touching, :lnd then bend your elbows ontward :lnd )'ou'lI get an ide:l the action of a Mosasaur's jaw.
The western se:l W:lS :I !i\'el)' pl:lce in the day of the gre:lt
Mosasaurs, for with them swam the king of turtles, Archelon,
:J dozen feet in length, its he:ld a full prd long.
In the shallo\\-s prowled great fishes \\-ilh ll1:1ssi\"e jaws and teeth like
spikes :lnd the gre:lt, toothed diving-bird lIesperornis. Over
the waters flew pterodactyls, reptiles with :I wing-spread of
twenty feet, largest of all flying creatures :lnu very probably
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flesh-eaters too. 'A'hen all these were seeking their dinners,
there were troublous times for smaller fry in that old Kansan sea.
Then came a change. To the south, west and north the land
was slowly but surely rising, only an inch or two in a century,
but still rising. Its area contracted and ridges of the sea-bottom
came to the surface as long, low bars that imprisoned the sealife and subjected it to many risks. The stronger more readily
captured the weaker and the fishes gradually died ~ut through
the constant freshening of the water. \'Vith the death of each
considerable group, the balance of food supply was upset and
many large species disappeared from the scene. The more
omnivorou5 and enduring long resisted starvation, but finally
yielded to inexorable fate-the last was caught in a shallow pool
from which his exhausted energies could not extricate him.
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Man Carries His Past 'Vith Him
fly

CLEVELAND SYL VESTER

N a slab before me lies the partly dissected body of a man.
Several things about this body immediately attract the
attention of one accustomed to looking upon the human insides.
The muscles on the belly and chest differ from the great run
of men. The straight belly muscle instead of ending at the
lower border of the breast bone runs to the root of the neck
and blends with the muscle leading from collar bone to back
of head. This condition occurs once or twice p-er hundred
people. Very few physicians ever see it, since they usually dissect but one body in their entire career. So it is only the trained
student in the structure of the human body that asks and tries
to answer the question: How came such variation to be?
The easiest way to answer the question would be to call it a
whim of providence. But the scientific student will look for
possible cause. One is an injury. He finds no scars, no tough
bundles of repair tissue; so he discards the injury suggestion.
Another is faulty development. Can this be a reversion to an
ancestral condition?
The muscles on the belly of the lizard run from the peh-is
to the lower jaw in a continuous series, very much like the
muscles of the body on the table before me, suggesting the possibility that this is a reversion.
If the straight belly muscle is examined in any normal man,
closely and carefully as the dissector does over the dissecting
table, four strips of gristle ,\ill be found running across it.
These strips did not just happen to be there. There's a reason.
It is found in the reptiles.
In reptiles the belly muscles are separated into a series of
segments, with ribs separating the muscular bundles. Ribs on
the belly? Exactl~'. And these ribs gradually disappear as the
reptiles transform into mammals. But in their place is left a
series of strips of gristle as representatives of these ancient ribs.
Mankind, without exception, shows these marks of reptilian
origin. Monkeys and apes also show that they too came from
the same remote stock.

O
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In the same body that showed such strange condition •
muscles the vermiform appendix was very long and coiled
about as big around as a lead pencil. Usually in man it i
two or three inches long. In this case it was fully six, yet sh
no evidence of any function ,,,hatever. \Vhy is it som,
absent in man, usually so small, and here so large? "Vh)
present at all? I\Ierely to plague the life of man? H
means.
Its function must be looked for in the bowels of the
animals. All animals that live upon grass, herbs and
have a well developed caecum, corresponding to the app<
It aids them in the absorption and digestion of herbs and gr
Animals that li"e upon .flesh have a very simple digestive
in comparison, with no vermiform appendix, or one mul'
duced. In the orang, a fruit eater, the appendix is long
coiled, as in the cadaver just dissected. In the gorilla, I
upon herbs and fruits with a minimum of flesh, there is a
and spiral appendix. The chimpanzee, however, whosc
more closely resembles that of man, has a relatively shol
pendix.
The function of the appendix seems to have been COIII
with the digestion of herbs and fruits. As the diet chang
does structure and form of the appendix. Man, who eats <
thing, and most of that cooked, has very little need for t},
pendix, and natme is slowly getting rid of the useless stn,
In some individuals she succeeds in eliminating it entire
others she only reduces it, while in still others with a ,
tendency to re,'ert to ancestral type the appendix is eorrc·
ingly large.
The human body contains over one hundred organs that
this tendency to revert to the type of man's ancient anl"
To call attention to each one of them would require a good
book. Everyone of them illustrates the .fact that man has,
e\olved from a yery lowly ancestor.

THE GOLDEN LAW
By FRANK GOSLING
"A IIma//er, mind and spirit, all js mothered Ollt of Slrife,
T he /rOll Law of Slnt9{1le is Ihe SlIpreme La~o of Life"..
Yel, in slallzas fi~'e above,
fl e'd never mentioned altruism! No, Tlor Mother-Io"e!

Of present, past and future, 'l.'.!ilh Einslein kllockin{l rOIlIl,
\Ye need to speak most cautiouslY,-be careful of our {IroulI

'T~..oas Ihlls the poet elided.

Now; half Ihe trlllh 'U:on't satisfy Ihe philosophic milld.'
11 surely deesu't follow Ihal we can't lea"-'e strife behind.'
"There never 'I.l.'Qj nor ~.;)ill be from Ihe slrife of life surcease"
Is too dO{lmatic while 'The Riddle' plays the myslic Fleece.
"Time tlt'ver was whell il 'l.'.!as nol.H-The poel, p'raps, '..cas Ihere?
If 1/01, lie ought 10 say 'I Ihink': Ihe open milld v:on'l dare
To ·nse a poet's license Ihlls in wrilin{l of Ihe days
II'hell lar..::s lon{l-Iaslill{l may, .perchance, ha·ve 'workcd' 111 olher
v.'ays l

.-111 early sexleH beill(l mighl

Itn~'e

said "I here call'l be Love,
l've made iw;,'esligalioll, findillg IIOll9hl blll Push alld Shovel
'Time ne,:er was when such was not-alld, therefore, dOIl'1 YOII

The pseudo·scienlific misinlerprelalion sad
of Darwinism, leads to IF ar.' A ud fralicide sums mad
Killd Darwin ne~...er, Tlever preached Ihat we musl ape the
He surely 91ltHed Ihe other ~c'ay HumanilY mi{lht shape.
II seems 10 be a la·;.:; of nalure, nature shall be fought!
So why not Inl'/I Ollr humall minds 10 bring life's Slrife 10 no
,-/lId Ihus, in fifjhlin{l nalure, win some peace for kIall al I
Wilh yel, perhaps, a modicum for fish alld bird and beRs:

:1 qllibble? ilfaybe, Yes.' II seems some slrtl{lfjle musl reml/
We filld il hard 10 Ihink of Life wilhout we thillk of Pai;
rei talk of 'Slrife', unqualified, allows the babe or fool
To dv.·ell upon the 'brule' and miH Ihe Slrife-won Golden

Jrc,

This thin {I called Lo·ve can Tle'1.'er, UN'er, 1Ie'Vcr, lIe,;.'cr bel"
Alld Sabrelooth, Iholl{lh lasling lo"-'e of male and, p'raps of cubs,
COllld hardly dream of other-Iove.'-And Ihal's jllsl v.'here it
rubs.'-

PerpNr:ltctl 1-12-28, by F. Gosling, of 23, Newick ROJd, Cbpton, i
E. 5. as an attempt to counter;lct the effect of the be;JUlifuI poem of
ton Hall in 'E\'olution' (OCL 1928), upon those who h;lve not gone (
Llr

in thought as he h.1S.

No offcnsc wh<ltever intended!
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How Long Will the World Last?
By JOSEPH McCABE

S

CIENTIFIC men have differed much
in the last fifty years as to the past
age and probable future of the earth. The
mathematician was correct, but the physicist gave him the wrong material for his
sum. How ca·n he be sure that he now
has the right material?
He cannot be
absolutely sure, but I will explain how
little room for doubt there now is about
the matter. There is a genera I agreement
about the point, and the skepticism of people who know no more about the subject
than they know about the arteries of a codfish, is as idle as the crackling of thorns
under the pot.
Until twenty years ago we had three
chief ways of determining the age of the
earth which is closely connected with the
question how long it will be fitted to sustain life. The water of the ocean was
originally fresh, because its salts are being
actually conveyed into it today by the
rivers. The water itself notoriously evaporates, leaving the salt behind, and returns, with a fresh burden of salt, in the
ri vers. In other words, the proportion of
salt in the ocean is steadily increasing,
and by analysis of the water of many
rivers we can ascertain, roundly, what
quantity of salt is added to it yearly. Obviously, the further we go back in past
time, the less salt there would be in the
ocean, and it is a fairly simple mathematical sum to determine how far back we
must go to find the waters of the earth
free from salt. Somewhere about seventy
million years, said the experts.
There was always a recognized weakness in this estimate. It supposes that
through all geological time the rivers bore
to the sea much the same proportion as
they do today. The same weakness, one
may say the same unjustifiable assumption, lay in the purely geological method
of calculating the age of the earth. The
rivers bear mud and sand and stones to
the sea; where new strata are formed, and
patient investigation can find what burden of sediment the great rivers transfer
f ram the land to the ocean-bottom every
year. American geologists have thus ca 1culated how much of their precious land
is deposited on the floor of the Atlantic
and Pacific every year. \Vhen the majority
of geologists working along this line reachcd a conclusion not Yery different-between fifty and a hundred million years
for the formation of the stratified rocks
of the earth, it seemed impressive.
The fallacy or weakness in both cases
is to suppose that during all geological
time the rivers bore, on the a,-erage, much
rhe same load of sediment to the seas as
they do today. It is a big assumption in
the case of a globe ,~hich, as ,"ve now
know, has had so man~- ups and downs
in the course of its life.
Another mischief was that, on a third

and quite independent line of reasoning,
Lord Kelvin gave a figure for the age of
the sun which seemed to harmonize with,
and confirm the geological estimate. In
those days men could see no substantial
source of the heat of the sun and the stars
except the compression of the matter composing the globes, and Kelvin started from
this theory. We now know a source of
heat which is enormously more effective
and would sustain the temperature of the
sun during a period of time twenty times
as long as the longest period assigned by
Kelvin.
This source is radio-active matter (uranium, ,thorium, etc.), the heat-producing
quality of which we realize as an absolute
fact in the laboratory. \Ve have only to
suppose that the interior of the stars is
composed of masses of these heavy and
unstable metals, and we have, since we
know their weight, a source of heat which
will last for billions of years.

the sun is well known, this pressure in the
interior can be calculated, and the effect
on the material can be gathered. The
state of matter in the interior of the sun,
or even of the earth, is beyond the power
of our imagination, but the abstract formulae of the mathematician can penetrate
to the very heart of it, and for those who
are interested in these matters the modern
analysis of the interior of stars is as impressive as it is fascinating.
The total energy poured out by the sun
every minute or year is known. The
amount of radio-active matter needed to
give off that energy-astronomers now say
10
be converted into that energy-i~
known. The weigl<t of the sun is known.
Naturally one must not regard this conclusion as "mathematical" in the same
sense as the addition of your bank-balance
is. for most of us it is enough that the
masters of this branch of science have,
after ten or more years of critical and
laborious estimates, agreed that the sun will
probably continue to give light and heat
enough to support life on this planet for
a future period which is nearer two hundred million years than one hundred.

It is always amusing to listen to the
gentleman who prides himself on his common sense and asks us to be skeptical about
these estimates and theories. Most of his
own opinions about cosmogony are inferences drawn by imperfectly educated dervWhat matters to us is the value of this
ishes from bad translations of forged docconclusion to our human outlook on life.
uments of an age of colossal ignorance;
\Ve count our civilization as five or six
but his opinons are sacred enough to be
thousand years old, and it is still so foul
protected by gunmen if necessary, while
with injustices and stupidities that many
he can smile at an opinion laboriously
wonder occasionally if the human endeavor
reached by a thousand mathematicians of
is not futile: if history is not going to be
almost magical skill, profoundly critical
always a series of advances and retrogresjudgment, and years of the most learned
sions into Dark Ages. On the oiher hand
calculations. The mathematician asks the
we have the thoughtless crowd and the imphysical astronomer - though the two
perfectly or wrongly educated people who
branches are really combined, since every
seem incapable of visualizing any higher
astronomer is a good mathematician-what
civilization than ours.
the probability is that vast stores of radioam confident that much of this
acti ve matter exist in the sun. We canthoughtless attitude could be corrected if
not prove it, as we can prove the existence
the school planted so deeply in the minds
in the sun of oxygen or iron, because our
instruments analyze only the glowing sur- . of pupils this new conception of the meaning of life that they could never wholly
face of the sun. But it is an elementary
forget it. \Vhat are five thousand years
truth of astronomy that the lighter elein face of this stupendous future of the
ments remain at the surface of a globe
race? \Ve learn a healthy contempt of
and the heavier elements lie below-it is
our own institutions; and by a healthy
just as natural a process as when you
contempt I mean the sure and steady realsee the stones brought down by a river
ization that every institution or idea of
remain in its bed while sand is taken out
which we may be proud today is childto the seashore and the fine mud borne far
like in comparison with the ideas and inout to sea-and no one with any knowlstitutions of the future. \Ve may be fully
edge of these matters can have any doubt
human, but we are the infants of civilizathat there must be vast quantities of the
tion. It has hardly yet begun. Tens if
heavy radio-active metals in the interior of
not hundreds of millions of years of
the sun.
scientifically ordered life lie before us.
A few grains of uranium notoriously
-U. B. U. Bulletill.
giYe off heat and other forms of energy,
and one has at once a vague idea of the
possibility if we suppose that billions of
tons of this material exists in the sun.
But we have another matter to take into
account; the terrific pressure put upon the
central matter of the sun and ·stars by the
mass of the globe. As the total weight of

RUBE: \Vhat do you think about this
here Evolution?
YOKEL: Ifs a good idea-but can they
enforce it?
-/1 JIIerjccl1l Boy M agazille.
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CON\'ENTION REPORTS
As this issue of EVOLUTION goes to
press the world's greatest gathering of
Undoubtedly
scientists is conveni ng.
from their sessions will come forth many
a message marking an advance in science,
pushing farther out the frontiers of human
knowledge, perhaps throwing a searchlight beam from our little island of light
into the encompassing ocean of darkness.
And they may give u, an inkling of what
the scientific method means, an appreciation of the thoroughness and infinite care
that attend the announcements of scientists.
The next number of E\'OU.iTION will
contain some informal reporl~ of the Convention.
A RESOLUTION NEEDED
Surely it is not too much to hope that
,from the Convention there will issue a call
to mobilize the friends of science for the
penuing struggle against organized religious bigotry. May it speak in unmistakeable terms to those who would turn back
the hands on the clock of progress by passing laws against the teaching of evolution.
Certainly the Advancement of Science demands a militant championship of the
right of teachers to teach the truths of
science. Anything less would be a denial
of all sense of social responsibility.
ALMOST T\-VO TO ONE
The vote on the anti-evolution referendum in Arkansas is reported as: YES
108,991; NO 63,410. Majority 45,581. It
is interesting to note that the heaviest vote
AGAINST the proposed law was cast in
some of the solidly fundamentalist rural
districts. This is explicable only on the
theory that these good people were confused by the awkward wording of the
question and thought that by voting NO
they were voting against the teaching of
evolution. There's a real man's sized job
,ahead, friends, to educate the people.

IDEAS TO CLASH IN NEW YORK
A real clash of ideas will take place
when Rev. \-V. B. Riley and Joseph McCabe meet in the great evolution debate,
Thursday February 7th in Mecca Temple.
This will not be a mere war of words
between elocutionists to entertain an
audience. Each speaker is in deadly earnest. Each will do battle for his most profound convictions. Each, through a lifetime of activity on behalf of those convictions, has already achieved world-wide
recognition as their champion.
Rev. 'vV. B. Riley, President of the
\-"orld's Christian Fundamentals Association, is prime mover arid chief organizer
of the anti-evolution campaign. He has
participated in twent)' debates on evolution, and according to the judgment of the
auuiences he defeated the evolutionist in
all but one of them.
Pro£. Joseph McCabe received his early
training in the Catholic Church and was
at one time in a monastery, but he now
has back of him thirty years of fighting
for freedom of teaching. He is known on
three continents as the greatest popularizer
of science. ""here\'er English is spoken
li\'e his stndents and disciples,
These two champions have met In the
arena before. According to Rev. Rile\',
Pro£. McCabe is the onl;' man who e\'~r
won a decision over him in debate, and
that before a rationalist audience in Chicago. At their most recent meeting in
Toronto, Canada the audience voted three
to one ,for Riley and against evolution.
Of course it is only fair to state that there
they were overwhelmingly fundamentalist.
So each speaker will be specially anxious to win the approval of the cosmopolitan audience that New York will furnish for this final and decisive debate.
In addition to the vote of the audience,
it is planned to have a committee of thirt\,
three judges.
EVOLUTION is naturally pleased at
being instrumental in bringing two such
outstanding personalities together in this
city. We do not care very much who
proves to be the better debater, nor how the
audience and judges vote. Our purpose
is to cultivate the Open Mind. \Ve believe that the more both sides are heard
the more we shall win over the forces of
fundamentalism. Rev. Riley has a similar
faith in his plea. Hence the debate.
This promises to be such an intellectual
treat as has never before been offered in
this city. It is a tremendous undertaking
for such a youthful journal as EVOLUTION, and the co-operation of every
reader in the East is invited to make it
both a moral and a financial success.
Start right now to organize a "line
party" for this debate among your friends.
Readers as far away as Boston and Baltimore are expected to get up groups to
come to New York for this occasion.
Teachers should plan to bring their students. All desiring blocks of seats should
reserve them at once.
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OF INTEREST TO SCIENTISTS
Most of the science articles appearing
in E\'OLCTIO:-l popularize matters with
which e\'ery well informed scientist is already familiar. This is necessary to make
the journal of value to laymen. But in
e\'ery issue we expect to ha ve at least one
article carrying in somewhat abridged
form the essential information contained
in studies published in scientific journals,
\\'hich because of their limited circulation
are not yet generally known. For instance,
the article by Or. J. Leon \Villiams on
"New Evidence of Man's Relationship to
the Anthropoid Apes" in our last number,
and the article by Pro£. Will. K. Gregory
in this issue.
During the course of the year EVOLFTION will contain much material that is
new even to the best informed men of
science.
"THE FIGHT IS JeST BEGUN"
EV<JLl'TION has endea\'ored to impress upon its frienus the fact that the
anti-e\'olution agitation in Arkansas is nut
a mere local phenomellon growing out of
the supposed backwardness uf that State,
but the beginning uf a far-reaching campaign of funda:nentalist fanatics to dominate the schools.
Here's coufirmation
from the official organ uf the American
Anti-Evolution Association, the Baptist
and C01l/lIIoner, of No\'ember 21st, 1928:
"The evolution fight has just started,
Other states will be encouraged to make
the fight since we have won in Arkansas. Some oi the legislatures may pass
the law and other States can initiate
it as we did in Arkansas. Yes, \\'C
need money to push the work all o\'er
the land. It is like the prohibition
fight. \Ve went on ,,'ith it for fifty
years until we got natiunal prol.libition
and now' the work is to enforce the prohibition law. It will be the same way
with e\'olution fight. THE FIGHT IS
JeST BEGCN.
We ha\'c won in
Arkansas but there are forty-five other
states where the fight must be made
and then e\'en after that we have the
rest of the world. Let us get narrow
provincialism out of us and have a
world \'ision for all the work. There
are many people who live outside of
Arkansas and many who live even outside the United States. Let us make
evolution illegal all over the world.
Let us thank God and take courage."
This should help to disabuse those gentle, diplomatic friends who thought that
by "keeping still" and "keeping out of
Arkansas" they would "refrain from
arousing prej udice" and thus fool and defeat the fundamentalists.
Only an agressive campaign of popular
education can save the day for science.
EVOLUTION will co-operate with every
such endeavor.

.I
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The Text Book Hoax
.-1n expose of the hypocrisy behind the publication of biology text books.
By BARROW LYONS

U

p to the present, no serious attempt
has been made in Arkansas to keep
the dictiol1'1ries out of the schools, which
make perfectly plain the basic idea of
e,-olution, Yet the influence of the Fundamentalists has made itself felt quite
enough. Even before the Scopes tria I they
had succeeded in impressing their blight
upon the a uthors of biology text books
through bringing pressure to bear upon
the members of text book commissions.
Usually the gentlemen on these commissions, being good natured, accomodating
and particularly anxious to keep out of
unpleasant controversies iOl'oh-ing religious prejudices make no very stirring effort
in behalf of science. They take the easiest
path and adopt texts certain not to get
them into trouble with the arch troublemakers.
An interesting example of modification
in text book making is furnished in the
"olume entitled Biology and Human Welfare published by The Macmillan Company in 1914, The joint authors of thi,
book were James Edward Peabody, head
of the department of biology at Morris
High School, New York City, and Arthur
Ells\'\"orth Hunt, head of the department
of biology at Manual Training High
School, Brooklyn. In their preface they
say:
"The field of biology is so large and
some of its problems are so difficult that
a wise selection of topics must be made if
a text is to attain its maximum usefulness.
Consequently, some topics that ar.e often
found in secondary school texts, but are
more suitable for discussion in advanced
courses, have been omitted. Among these
may be mentioned Mendel's laws, theories
of evolution and mitosis."
There is a footnote to the ,,"ord e"olution, which reads:
"'The prominent e,-idences of relationship suggesting evolution, within such
groups as the decapods, the insects and
the ,-ertebrate" should he demomtrated. A
few facts indicating the struggle for existence, adaptation to em-ironment, "ariations of individuals, and man's selective
influence should be pointed out; but the
factors of evolution and the discussion of
its theories should not be attempted.'Quoted from the syllabus in ad,-anced zoolo~ published by the College Entrance
Examination Board and the New York
State Department of Education (1nl).
This syllabus is based upon the report of
a committee of the American Society of
Zoologists, Eastern Branch."
Dr. Peabody has been criticized as giving the impression that the American
'Society of Zoologists, Eastern Branch, intended that the facts of e"olution should
be left out of elementary and secondary
'School texts, but the real intention of the
'zoologists was merely to suggest that a

detailed dis'cussion of evolution was somewhat beyond the grasp of most high
school students.
Mr. Peabody's a-rgument, moreover,
seems somewhat lame when one compares
the text of his earlier book, Elementary
Biology written in collaboration with Mr.
Hunt in 1912, in which the grounds upon
which a belief in evolution is based is set
forth very clearly. There seems to be
nothing beyond the grasp of high school
students in the follon-ing excerpt taken
from page 114:
"'Ve have seen in our study thus far (1)
that no two individual plants even of the
same kind are exactly alike, (2) that
enormous numbers of seeds are produced
by plants, and (3) that there is inevitable
competition or struggle for existence. The
queHion, then, that confronts us is this:
"'hich of the many competitors will sur"i'-e in the struggle, reach maturity, and
fina Ily reproduce themseh-es? Obviously
those individual plants that vary from the
rest in such a way that they can best
adapt them,eh'e, to their ,urroundings."
Here is rank Darwinian heresy stricken
fr01l1 the pages of the later book. And this:
"Not only can man secure new varieties
of plants by watching for ,favorable variations and perpetuating them from year to
year, but he can actually be instrumental
in producing new kinds of plallls, the process is known as plant breeding."
The text book commission of Texas has
gotten around the difficulty nicely by
changing the word e,volution to dcvelopment. This is illustrated in the text book
entitled N cw Biology published in 1924
by AlIyn and Bacon, the authors of which
were 'V. M. Smallwood, of Syracuse
Cni"ersity; Ida L. Reveley, of Wells College, and Guy A. Bailer, of Geneseo State
Normal School.
Apparently there were two editions in
1924. The text on page 156 is slightly different in each. In one text, under the
caption "Evolution," appears the following:
"The same study of the tadpole also illu,trates how animals may gradually have
come to live on land, and suggests a natural explanation for the origin of land
vertebrates."
In the other text, under the caption
"Development," the book reads:
"This same study of the tadpole also
illustrates how animals, which ,for a long
time may have lived in the water, could
gradually come to live on land."
It is a fine point, but it seems to ha,'e
satisfied the Fundamentalists of Texas.
The original edition, it is understood, is
used for consumption by Northern school
children, while the elimination of the word
evolution made it fit for little Fundamenta lists.
Commenting upon this situation a member of one of the larger text book publish-

ing firms explained:
"A good many of the members of state
text book commissions are not themselves
anti-evolutionists, but they must listen to
the Fundamentalist preachers, who although very much in the minority, control large slices of public opinion. The
commissions in some states have found that
by leaving out the word evolution that
most of the subject matter' ordi~arilY
taught under evolution can be left in the
texts. Probably most of the Fundamentalists themselves are not very clear as to
what evolution means. Pictures which illustrate the subject seem to irritate them
more than the texts."
It is to the credit of Ginn and Company that it has republished in its 1928
edition of Dr. Benjamin C. Gruenberg's
ElemeJltary Biology the chapter on ,.lpplications and T hcories of Evolutioll, which
were originally published in the book' bilt
the firm also insisted upon having a 'book
by the same author in which tile word
evolution shuuld be omitted, even if the
facts be camouflaged under other names.
"I was asked to do the same thing Peabody and Hunt had done," Dr. Gruenberg
told me. "It appeared to me at first a
,tultification to comply. A publisher has
no right to impose on the author criteria
from a specific point of view arbitrarily,
e,-en if it seems expedient. I went into
the woods, to my study at Lake George, to
think the matter over. 1 decided to put
the question of using the word evolution
in the background and write a book, reconsidering my problem as I came up
against it in the book. The final outcome
was that I finished the book and hadn't
mentioned eyolution anywhere.
I went
o,'er the work carefully. Outside of explicit mention of evolution and a di~cus
sion of the various theories, it was the
same biology as I taught and had written.
"There are to be ,found in the Southern
states and certain parts of the Middle
'Vest, whole populations a generation behind those one finds in our large cities
and in Europe. Is it better that the children in the backwoods have no book at
all? To me it ,,-as a problem of taking
the world as one finds it, which most of
us must do if we want to play with it at
all."
A similar thought was expressed by a
publisher, who like the others quoted, insisted that his words remain anonymous.
"Every farmer in the United States believes in e,-olution," he declared, "Talk
with him for fifteen minutes and )'ou can
convince him that the improvement of live
stock and plants is based entirely upon its
laws.
"I think it exceedingly important tliat
the social significance of evolutionary
principles be thoroughly understood, yet I
cannot print text books that mention or
di5Cuss evolutionary prinCIples. It isn't
hecause I haven't the nerve, but because I
have croditors. To them a· fearless stand
for the truth would simply mean courting
the possibility of losing business, and my
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$5,000 PROMOTION FUND

The Verdict of Science
The men of science in the Cnited States
are practically unanimous in their opposition to the fundamentalists and their antievolution laws. This conclusion is based
on a referendum conducted by EVOLUTION among the members of the American Association for the Advancement of
Science.
In answer to the question:
"Should teaching that Man IS ascended
or descended from a lower order of aniJ()als be prohibited by law?" 1078 of the
1098 ballots already recei\"ed were marked
NO, while only 20 voted YES.
There was a greater di"ersity of opinion on the second question submitted:
"Should the American Association for the
Advancement of Science take a militant attitude against fundamentalist anti-evolution laws?" 764- voted YES, 277 voted
NO. Quite a number did not vote because
of doubt as to the meaning of militallt.
The majority of three to one in favor of
the Association taking a militant stand
seems very impressive.
The third proposition met with even
greater favor. "Should the American Association for the Advancement of Science
express itself against the elimination of
evolution from biology school texts by
publishers in fear of fundamentalist influence?" was answered in the affirmative
by 958, while only 123 voted in the negative. This shows emphatic opinion on
this subjct on the part of the scientific
world. If this finds expression it will undoubtedly encourage the publishers of unadulterated texts on biology. In this connection the article by Barrow Lyons "The
Text nook Hoax", on aanother page of
this issue is particularly enlightening.
The fact that there actually exist some
members of this most august body of
science who think that the teaching of evolution should be prohibited by law is of
course most remarkable. The twenty are
uistributed as .follows: District of Columbia, 1; Illinois 4-; Kansas 1; Massachusetts 3; Minnesota 2; New Jersey 2; Ohio
1; Pennsylvania 3; Washington 1; Wyoming1. It will be noted that not a single

creditors would not have much confidence
in me if they thoup-h· T were throwing
business away.
"U nder the laws ot evolution only those
wi" survive in the struggle for existence
among text book publishers, who adapt
themselves best to their elwironment, and
their environment at present is one in
which the Fundamentalists largely control the situation, at least in the elementary
and high schools. If teachers who are not
controlled by the Fundamentalists were to
take an organized stand in the matter, perhaps the environment of text book publishers would be changed."
That is the situation. The problem of
meeting it is chiefly that of the teacherthe one person most interested in. the promotion of sceintific information.

one of these hails from Arkansas, Tennessee, or the much maligned South.
The response to these THREE QUESTIONS submitted by EVOLUTION is
very encouraging. It shows that among
scientists generally there is a splendid
sense of responsibility toward the public.
Undoubtedly, as the fundamentalists push
their campaign to control education, the
scientific world will become more and
more active, until even those that now take
the position "the less said, the better" will
realize the necessity of positive effort at
popular education in natural science.
Here is the vote detailed by States:
No. 1

YesNo
Alabama
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Canada
Colorado
Connecticut
Dela\\"ar~

Dis!. Columbia
Florida
Georgia
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachussctts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Porto Rico
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
\Visconsin
\Vyoming
Total.s

No. 2
No. 3
YesNo Yes No

962

7

7

6

+

87
5
19
31
9
59

61
4
16
20
7
4+

6
6

+

88
9
22
22
11

+
7
31

2

2

2
22
1
3

8

6
6
6

3
1

7+

1+

415
28

2

9

13

55
6
6

6

1

+

2

7

5

5

66
21
8
87
1
9
12
416
28

4-1
14
7
58
1
8
3

27
15
13
23
3

1

+

1

68 20 82
727
11 10 18
15
9 20
7
11
+
4-

8
20
46
22
11
H
16

3

10
2

+

7
3
8
8

56
17
8
79
1
8
8
415
25

1

6

443
2
7

10
2413
10
20

The amounts paid since last report are:
Albert C. Dieffenbach $10.00; Fritz
Gannon $1.00; W. R. West $1.00; l\'!artin
Dewey $100.00; Mrs. T. M. Nagle $10.00;
\Vm. K. Gregory $200.00 ;Frederick Tilney
$200.00; Morris Weinberg $200.00; Ch as.
Fuchs $5.00; Wm. M. Brown $25.00; M.
Mark $50.00; Howard Lilienthal $5.00;
Meyer Friedman $1.00; A. B. Cohen $10.;
E. R. A. Seligman $10.00; 1. T. B. Light
$100.00; A. Friend $25.00; B. A. Dyer
$1.00; F. R. Wulsin $+.00; W. H. Waight
$+.00; R. D. Spencer $1.00; David N.
Schaffer $2.00; Albert Bohm $5.00; Hugh
~1iller $1.00; E. C. Boxell $4.00; Geo. G.
Leidhecker $1.50; J. S. Horsley $5.00;
Arthur Garfield Bays $10.00; Geo. Welby
\'an Pelt $5.00; S. E. Telleson $1.00;
Carl Keller $1.50; A. Friend $10.00; E. 1..
Fantus $10.00; II.'Iargaret Cro\\'der $l.00;
1. M. Miller $10.00; F. K. McFarlan
$5.00; Total $1,035.00.
Preyiously reported paid, $1,175.00;
Pledges $2,000.00; Crand Total $+,210.00.
This lea\'Cs less than $1,000.00 to be
raised to complete the $5,000 fund for
Evolution Promotion Campaign.
Surely
enough other friends of EVOLUTIO:\l
will now step forward to push this Fur"
over the line \\'ith a rush.

3
1

HO:\OR

6

5
21
5
1
30

Dr. Martin Dewey, who has already
been very generous in his support of
EVOLUTIO:-l, has pledged himself to contribute $1,000 to the $5,000 Promotion
Fund in monthly payments of $100 during
1929. This brings the pledges up to $2,000.

As pre\'iously announced, a s11are in th~
Publishing Corporation is given for every
$10 paid in, and an extra voting sharc
\\ith every $50.00.

6

21
9 27
83 6+ 1+ 77
32 21
8 29
33 26
8 32
5
3
2
43+ 23
9 28
7
6
1
7
18 11
7 1+
1
1
1
777
6 527
222
4-9 34 13 40
962
8

6
9

1929

7
4-

19

3
1
2

3
2

2

3

20 1078 76+ 277 958 123

ROLL

E\'OLlITIO:-l measures its success by
the number of readers who qualify for the
Honor Roll. If the journal does not mon
its readers to ask others to read it has
failed in its purpose. Although, of course.
,ye hope to please the evolutionists it is
not published primarily for their own edification, but as an instrument with which
they may enlighten their neighbors. These
.friends therefore have our greatest appreciation. May we count YOU among them
next time?
32
17
9
6
6
6
/)
5

Ella A. Holmes
Lida C. Brannon
Frank Masek
Gustav Weiss
Sam Katz
E. W. Thomas
G. E. Marsh
Chas. Kiehn

5 A. Bogard
5 S. Ratner
5 A. 1. Davis
6 Chas. F. Clagg
5 1. M. Miller
5 E. G. Clemmer
5 F. K. McFarbn

and three each from S. S. Ruck, C.H. Low,
F. A. Varrelman, Emer~on Miller, F. K.
Fassett, Mm. ~IcIntyre, C. M. Schoch. i\L
S. Deland, S. F. Brooks, F. S. Darlinl".
W. 1. Abbott. F. J. Trompour, Geo. F.
Know!ton, H. D. Oppenheimer, Cha~. S.
Grause, Geo. A. Coleman, 1. C. Daudan!.
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A MONTHLY FEATURE

conducted by

LIfE IN COLD STORAGE
One onion, one potato, one bean, one
egg, some water and heat-sounds like a
recipe, but it's just a way to take four
forms of life out of cold storage. For
plants and animals die or at least sleep
off each winter, and lollS! have ways of
storing their lives for the next season or
generation, Bulb and tuber and seed and
egg are just different ways of keeping
life in storage until conditions fa,'or its
active renewal and growth. All are food
stores plus the spark of life, the onion a
shortened stem of fattened leaves cuddled
up close for warmth, the potato a thickened root.
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Look at a slice of potato, thin enough
to be transparent, through a· low power
microscope and you will see the cells of
which it is composed. The tough surface
laYer of flattened cells constitutes the prote~ti"e ~kin, while the rounder, interior
cells serve for storage bins. They are full
of starch grains which you can see better
by staining them with iodine, which always turns starch purple.

If you doubt the spark of life, give
these plants a chance, some soil and moist-

'e

ure and warmth and "Yatch them send out

IS

shoots ready to climb into the air and

e,
is

1h

light.

So witb the bean, composed of a

couple of leaves swollen with starch food
and between them a miniature plant all
set to grow when conditions are right. Put

n

some soil in a tumbler and plant the bean
at one side right next to the glass, keep it
watered and warm and see it sprout, a
root directed downward for moisture and
anchorage, a leaf stem reaching upward
for light and air.

Meanwhile the old bean

shri\"Cls, drained of the food supply that
ga"e the renewed life it, quick start.
So too, the egg-stuff is food-stuff ( how
well 'Ye know it) encased in a protective
shell and with a spark of embryonic life.
Three weeks of steady warmth and your
chick has its start in life, ready to peck
its fat-fed self out of the emptied shell
and into the busy world.

ALLA~

Sno\'G BROMS

TWINKLING STARS
\Vinter nights are fine for observing the
stars for they are longer and usually clearer, so the stars stand out brighter than
ever. But summer or winter, an important difference can be noted between some
of the brighter stars. Some twinkle; a
few do not. Those that twinkle are true
stars, great suns so many millions of millions of miles away that they are reduced
to mere brilliant points of light which our
strongest telescopes cannot magnify into
anything but points. Those that do not
twinkle Me planets, worlds like our own
that revolve around our sun and wander
among the true stars. There are only fi"e
ever visible to the naked eye, Jupiter and
Saturn, the giant worlds, Mars, the red
world, Venus, the morning and evening
star, and Mercury very close to the Sun
and rarely seen, the baby of the system.
All the plancts are within some tens or
hundreds of millions of miles, close enough
for even small telescopes to show their
round disks illuminated by the sunlight.
\Vhy do true stars twinkle and planets
nnt? \Ve will find the reason in our own
eyes. The retina of the eye, that inner,
sensitive surface on which the light falls,
consists of minute columnar cells packed
close together with their small ends facing
the light. The image of a planet's disk,
focused as on a ground-glass by the camera-lens of the eye, is large enough, even
though the naked eye cannot see it as a
disk, to overlap several of the cell-ends so
that some of them are constantly lit up and
the light appears continuous. The disked
planet therefore does not twinkle.
The light image from a true star, however, is a sharp point, so small that it does
not overlap from one sight-cell to another.
As it shifts from one cell-end to the next,
it leaves the sensitive cell cent er and
passes over the blind edge before reaching
the center of the next. The light sensation is interrupted and the star appears to
twinkle. If the image could be held steady
on a single cell-center, it would not twinkle, but the eye itself is never steady
enough and even if it were, the moving
currents of miles-thick air between us and
the star refract its light beam most unsteadily, so that the star seems to be jumping around slightly. The old \"Crse now
reads
Tq"'inkle, /v.;illkle. lillle star)
Nov; ,,~'e In/ov; jlls/ v.:ha/ yOIl are.
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WI:\ITER COATS
\Vith the coming of winter snows, seyeral northern animals would find themselves conspicuous in dark coats of fur or
feathers against the'" hilened ground were
it not that nature had evolved a seasonal
change of color for their protection. The
Arctic Fox, for instance, changes its coat
with the seasons, having a dark one to fit
with the darker ground of summer and
a white one to go with the winter's snows.
.'\5 the fox hunts by stealth, the advantage
of seasonal coloration is obvious. The
stoat lives and changes color the same way.
Similarly, hunted animals such as the
grouse, ptarmigan and mountain hare
change calor seasonally to help hide them
from predacious enemies. The ptarmigan
has even a third coat for autumn, with
patches that break up its bird shape into
shapeless blotches whell viewed against
any solid-colored background, dark or light.
Such an animal as the polar bear, Jiving
always among arctic snows and ice .fields,
keeps its white coat throughout the year
and of course the animals of temperate
zones have coats blending ,,,ilh the ordinary darker backgrounds. In any case, the
coat habit acquired through evolution is
that which gi"es advantage in the ,tru~gle
for existence. Hunter and hunted alike
gain by being inconspicuous.
~atural
selection does the re'!.
CELEBRATE DARWIN
ANNIVERSARY
"On the 12th of February 1809 two·
babes were born whose names are known
to every school boy and girl in the land,
Abraham Lircoln and Charles Darwin.
The Colorado Rationalist Association will
celebrate the 120th anniversary of this
event the evening of February 12th, 1929.
Through the columns of your paper will
you please urge other societies to do likewise.
One of these men emancipated
four million human beings from the chains
of slavery, the other has emancipated
millions of human minds from the ignorance and bigotry of the middle· ages. Is
it not fitting that they should be remembered by the present age?"
O. O. IV hi/mack, Sec)'.
SHALL \VE PUBLISH
"THE PROOFS OF EVOLUTION"
AS A PAMPHLET?
Dr. G. L. Howe, of Rochester, writes:
"Are you planning to publish in pamphlet form, "Proofs of E"olution", concluded
by Henshaw \Vard in the Nonmber issue
of EVOLUTION?
"This is by far the most clearly put and
most conclusive thing along this line that I
have yet seen, and I myself should like to
ha,-e sevcral copies in pamphlet form."
\Ve agree ,deh Dr. Howe that Henshaw
\Vard's "The Proof of Evolution" fills the
bill for a pocket sized pamphlet, and shall
publish it if there is sufficient demand. It
would retail at 10c a copv, and come in
hundred lots at not more than Sc. Advise
us right away how many vou'd take.

EVOLUTION
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Twigs from the Family Tree
By N. K. MCKECHNIE
Millions of years ago a forest fire drove
a family of our tree-dwelling ancestors
apart. Jrf ost of them escaped over a 1IlOuntain pass into a warm and hospitable
forest land, where through the slow 1IIi/leJliUlllS 110 need arose for them to 1IIodify
the 'Ways of livin{/ of their fathers. But
two youngsters, ""'ho had become separated
from the others, remained, and theIr progeny 'Was modified by changing environment and climate.
We are their final
des cenda n ts.

few months ago on an almost inaccessible moulllain in the heart of Africa
an old male gorilla roused himselt lrom
the bed on wh,ch he hau enjoyed his alter1I00n siesta anu !DO KC'! about him.
He was au awe-inspiring ligure, the
very embodiment of brute strength. Four
hundred pounds in weight, seven feet in
height ,,-hen stanLling upright, the heavy
l>ody hung with enormous arms dwarfed
the bent mis-shapen legs beneath. It was
the arms in fact that ,forced themseh'es
IllOSt upon an obsen'er's attention. These
might)" limbs reached to below his knees
and were muscled like a man's thigh.
They could tear the body of a heavyweight prize-fighter in two. Nay, were
their owner muzzled so that he could not
use his powerful jaws and put in a closed
room with the twelve leading champions
of the ring, not one of those twelve would
lea\'e the room alive. These arms of his
like the rest of his body were clothed with
long hair, black except on his back and
chest, which presented a grizzled, almost
silvery, appearance. His dark face was
almost bare of hair, but from the top of
Ais small head rose a stiff bush of black
bristles that added to his apparent size.
His eye-sockets were deep caves, his
nostrils gaped flat and wide, and beneath
them jutted his formidable jaws.

A

On rising from his couch of twigs and
grass he had at ,first half squatted with
bent knees, the knuekles of his hands to
the ground, but now he raised himself to
his full stature and with head thrown
back sniffed the heated air.
Yes it was there again,-the man-scent I
For two days now it had followed them,
arousing always a vague uneasiness in his
breast.
They must move again.
He gave a chuckling kind of call and
immediately the rest of the band began
to rouse from their lairs and assemble
round him. Gravely he waited until all
were present and then ga-ve the word to
proceed. The oldest female led the way,
the others bearing their babies came next,
then the adolescent young, an'd finally
when all had disappeared in the dark tunnel of undergrowth, the old man himself
followed.
For two or three hours the march pro-

ceeded, the females stopping occasionally
on reaching an inviting open space, but
always continuing at the word of their
lord, until finally the sun had sunk low
and he approved of a halt in a small clearing where numerous eight foot high clumps
of wild celery promised abundance of
food.
Then commenced the going-to-bed preparations. The younger members of the
party were tired and peevish, and disinclined to subject themselves to the customary maternal ministrations. But their objections were speedily quelled by a fe,,sound slaps and shakings quite after the
fashion of a huma-n mother and each
youngster was gone oyer by the painstaking parental fingers, ears, eyes and nostrils
carefully inspected and cleaned, and all
burrs and thorns picked from their fur
before they were allowed to ascend the
tree that tile old male had selected for
their bed-room that night. It stood apart
from others, so that no leopard or other
tree-climbing enemy could reach the sleeping-quarters except by way of the main
stem, and there at the foot the old man
prepared his own bed. Autocrat he might
be but he would give his life ere one of
his flock should be harmed.

It was still light when the family were
all established in their aerial beds and
there was a considerable amount of unseemly noise among its younger members
in spite of the efforts of the mothers to
quiet it; but the old man at the foot of
the tree gave an admonitory roar and
smote on the trunk with his hand and the
chatter ceased as though by magic.
Then the sun set and as suddenly fell
the tropic night. The gorilla family slept,
and if the slumber of the old male was
continually broken (for he always awoke
"t the slightest sound) it was no remembrance of the ill-boding man-scent that
disturbed his rest. Out of scent,---out of
mind.
But down the backward trail in one of
the clearings through which the gorillas
had passed, a white man and his black
boys had made their camp, and their
watch-fire glowed dully on the encircling
trees.
The next day having fed well on the
luscious celery the old man gorilla was
making up arrears of sleep while his
family amused themselves at large in the
bush that surrounded the clearing, when a
sudden uproar brought him leaping to
his .feet. The white hunter and his party
had stolen upon him up-wind, had
pounced upon an eighteen-month infant
wandering from his mother, and while
three stalwart blacks by their united efforts were forcing the struggling, fighting. soft-furred creature into a capacious
sack, the white man with a moving-pict~re
camera concealed in a bush was eagerly
reeling off foot after foot of film destined
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to afford a few minutes entertainment to
the sated inhabitanls of the great mancities ,from which he had come.
The old male glared around him. The
wind, as we ha-ve said, was blowing from
him to the men-folk and he did not sense
their presence. Hut he saw the excitement
of his wins and progeny. heard their
danger signals and hastened towards what
seemed to be the center of the disturbance.
There some of the mothers were searching
frenziedly for their infants, but others and
a number 01 the older-youngsters were
dodging about among the bushes peering
o\'er and through the foliage at a lllost
unusual object yisible at the margin of the
clearing,-a white man who was wa\'ing
his helmet to hold their interest "hile his
black assistant hidden in the bushes cranked the mo\-;e-camera industriously,
The old male stopped astonished. Ne\'er
had he seen anything resembling this.
\\'hat was it? \\'hat did it mean? lie,
too, crouch behind a bush and stared at
the mysterious apparition, his face wrinkling and twitching with curiosity.
nut one of the females on the outskirts
was more than excited; she was ;lngry
and in distress; she was clatterinl-: her
teeth by rapid re\'olving motions of her
hands belleath her chin. And a young
male near her was endeavoring to alarm
the intruders by sonnding the war-drum,
beating wilh his fists upon his immature
chest.
The old man gorilla perceived them,
moved in their direction, and as he went
a strong whiff of the man-smell assailed
his nostrils. Again the strange disquiet
seized him, and with it anger at the persistence with which he had been pursue,\.
He would drive them away. And raising
to his ,full height he began to force his
way towards the white man through the
entangled bush, roaring like a lion, teetha-gleam, great fists causing his chest to
reverberate like a drum.
Never before had such a spectacular
advance failed of its purpose, but in this
instance the enemy against whom it was
directed did not quail. The white man
stood his ground, and as the gorilla met
his eyes a strange psychic force smote him,
and for the first time in his life he feared.
In futile vent for his emotions he seized
a sapling, shook it passionately and wilh
a single wrench tore it, roots and all,
from the earth. Still the white man did
not move. Still the mysterious emanations of human will impinged upon the
gorilla's consciousness, benumbing his spirit, turning his heart to water. His universe was crumbling; in another minute he
would have backed away. to have lived
for ever after the slave of Fear.
And then suddenly among the trees he
saw the dark forms of the negroes lugging
the sack in which was the captured baby;
he caught its scent; he heard its muffled
cries ;-a nd he came to himself again. All
his,-shall we say "manhood"-surely that
is not too high a term ?-came back to him
like a flood. Stronger than his fear of
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FunnYmentals

THE TERRIBLE CONSEQiTENC'ESOY
THE DOCTRINE OF EYOLUTlO:-;
Over and. ov~r. again we heRI' the silly
twaddle that it does not m:ltler how we
got h~r~ whether by evolulion or by direct
creative act, but the important Question is
~here Bl'C wc going, what of the future?
That ~ounds very we)) if it were not for
the fact the Bible teachcs that men FELL
from a high And holy sllltc or condition
in lo sin nnd degrega lion. 1f e\'olu lion be
true, if indred man evol\-ci:J, developed
(rom a lower order to what he now.i9 and
i" ,till e"ol"ing, it follows th~t he <lid NOT
FALL nnd not only i, Ihe Bible contradictor,v cOnl'crning the account of creation
but it is contradicted when it ~a\'s man
FELL. DID HE FALL UP IIILI> Wa"
hi.'t (:tll an improvement? Round to be if
('volution is true. Blit hold. If man did not
J0),1I then he needs no S:I\"inr. If he necd:-o
no Sndor lhen Christ died ill \'ain and iC
Christ dIed in ,'ain thcn all wc have been
~uying "bout n:t.lemption and .salvation
J:oes Cor nought. All wc 11<I\'e bel'" :;aring
:about the new birth is fOlllishne~Jl. The
blood of Jesus Christ i~ of no \,allll·. Anrt
Ihat jzo; not 311. If evohltion bl' Irul' !h\'rc
is no 5Ul'!J thing a..'" :l mlradc and none of
the .!\o-{·;:dled mirncle.'" by Jl'15U8 were real.
He wo~ just 11 mystcrious performer. R
ju~glrr _.and Rleight of hond performer.
. And th"l io!" ~till not all. He was the real
!'on of JOt'cph-God WRS not his father.
Then it follows t1mt Mar)' WflS ~n adultefC::-S. 0 liar, And a (ll'cei\'(~'r for :-,he commillro nduJlcry :md when l'ihe ~Ol ('aughl
:-;he lied lo Joseph. her espou~ccl hu:-band.
and !'aid lh3t God wa~ the fntht:r of her
ehild nnd flilly old Jos('ph bdic:ved h(>r lie
nnd cuntinurrt in that deception not knowing that JeRlla was a BASTARl> AKD
HIS MOTHER A IlAWDl Evolution mean,
all that. Shall 6uch 8 de\'ilil'h doctrine be
IJ,ught in our tnx-support('d sl'hool~? Shall
rcligioul" people be taxed to pay te~('hers
to tell Ollr children thot JP-SUS CHRIST
I:; A fiASTARD? If that i, not an outrage
what could bc'! If jJ1fi(h'l:-- :.lnd arheislq
want to teach such stuff iI.:-' Ihat Jet thl'm
do it at their own expense. Wc "Ilould enforce our evolution 1~IW la the letter.
Everybody ((_e_t_b_u_,y,-,
_

death or of this spiritual force more fearful than death was his imtinct for protection of those he led. "-ith a mighty
roar he hurled himself towards the ravisher of his bmily.
\\'hat was this deafening blinding explo.ion that smote him as he leapt? \Vhat
was this sickening shocking blow that
struck him in his very heart.-paralyzing
his muscles,-loosening his knees,-bringing him crashing to the ground?
Before his wide-stretched eyes the sunlight turns to darkness, and wondering,
still wondering, at the r.lighty Power
which has laid him low, his undisgraced
spirit passes from fleshly ken.

EVOLUTION
EVIDENCE OF DEGENERACY
In publishing under Funnymentals a
photograph of a column from the front
page of the Christmas number of the Baptist and Commoner, the paper that fathered
the anti-evolution Jaw in Arkansas, ,ye do
not mean to imply that all fundamentalists
are f)f the degenerate type of mind of
which that article is evidence. Many of
them are noble and well meaning people,
who simply don't know any better. But
the hand that wrote that article is one of
the. controlling influences in the education
of the children of Arkansas, and is now
reaching out to dominate the teaching of
science everywhere. '0.'ould you want that
hand, and the type of mind that it reveals, to control the teaching of YOeR
child? \Vhat are you doing to prevent it?
"THE MENACE OF DARWINISM"-

By WILLlAM JENNINGS BRYAN
6+ pp., 12mo. Fleming H. Revell Co. 1922.

The cream of the late Mr. Bryan's
pronouncements in reference to organic
evolution can be found in this little
pamphlet-"It is better to trust in the Rock
of Ages than to know the Age of Rocks."
Bryan occupies a position which is logically sounder than that of Price or O'Toolehe does not Jllake any serious attempt to
discuss the validity of the facts supporting
the Jaw of e\'olution, nor to assail any link
in the chain of reasoning based on these
facts, but regards an appeal to religious
emotionalism as an adequate answer.
"Haviug given Darwin's conclusions as to
man's ancestry, I shall quote him to pro\'e
that his h"pothesis is not only groundless,
but absurd and harmful to society. .. He
advances an hypothesis which, i·f true,
would find support on every foot of the
earth's surbce, but which, as a matter of
bct, finds support nowhere. There are
myriads of living creatures ahout us, from
insects too small to be seen with the naked
eye to the largest mammals, and, yet, not
one is in transition from onc species to
another; everyone is perfect. It is strange
that slight similarities should make him
ignore gigantic differences. The remains
of nearly one hundred species [sic] of
\'ertebrate life have been found in the
rocks, of which more than one-half are
found living to-day, and none of the sur\·ivors show material change". Practically
every statement in this quotation, explicit
or implied, is untrue, as the author could
have disco,'ered by consulting standard
works. ('Ts it not more rational to believe
in God and explain the varieties of life
in terms of divine power than to waste
Ollr lives in ridiculous attempts to explain
the unexplainable." "Looking heavenward
man can find inspiration in his lineage;
looking about him he is impelled to kindness by a sense of kinship which binds
him to his brothers. Mighty problems
demand his attention; a world's destiny
is to be determin.ed by him. \\That time
has he to waste in hunting for ('Missing
Links' or in searching for resemblances
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between his forefathers and the ape?"
Mr. Bryan, then. is personally uninterested in science nor does he accept the
validity of the scientific method. That is.
he regards conclusions reached emotionally
as inherently superior to those reached by
dispassionate and pain~taking thought.
\Vhen he ventures into a discussion of
f acts, he is unabl e to be accurate. Mr.
Bryan's position is probably not seriously
inconsistent with itself, but between such
a point of view and that of a real scientist, there is no point of contact.
HORACE ELMER-WOOD 11.

AGAIN WE SAY: BOOKS
One of the principal reasons for publishing a journal like EVOLUTION is to interest people in the reading of good books.
\Ve invite every reader to make himsel.f
an instrument for the circulation of such
books among friends. For this there is no
"off season". It is always timely, always
in order.
Below we list some books that have not
merely momentary interest but permanent
value. Take them off onr book-shelf, ami
put them to work.
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EVOLUTION BOOK SHELF
96 FIFTH AVE.. NEW YORK. N. Y.

Send the items checked to undersigned:
THIS PU2ZUl':G PLANET: Edwin Tcnney
Brewster .. _
$4 .00
A 13 C OF EVOLUTION: Joscl'h Mc Cabe 1.75
GROWING UP: Kul de Schweinilz
1.75
HEIR OF ALL THE AGES McKcchnie: .. 3.50
PICTURE BOOK OF EVOLUTION: Dcnnis
Hir<l
3.75
CRE,\TION BY EVOLUTION: Edited by
Fr.,nccs 1I1",on
5.00
THE BRAIN FROM APE TO MAN: Fn:dcrick Tiln,y
25.00
LET FREEOO:\I RING: Arthur Garlield
2.50
EVOLUTION FOR JOHN DOE: Ward .. 3.50
EXPLORING THE UNIVERSE: Henshaw
Ward.............................. 3.50
DARWIN. THE 1I1AN AND HIS WARFARE: Hen,h.w Ward......
5.00
WAR ON MODERN SCIENCE: Maynard
Shipley
3.00
MY HERESY: Bishop Wm. M. Brown.... 2.00
CONCERNING MAN'S ORIGIN: Sir Anhur
Keith
2.00
HISTORY OF WARFARE OF SCIENCE
WITH THEOLOGY Whitc (2 vol •. ) .. 6.00
OUTLINE OF MAN'S
KNOWLEDGE:
Clement Wood .....................• 5.00
SCIENCE VS. DOGMA: C. T. Sprading.. 1.50
MICROBE HUNTERS: Paul de Kruil .... 3.50
WHY
WE BEHAVE LIKE HUMAN
BEINGS: Gcorge A. Dorsey
3.50
ORIGIN OF SPECIES: Darwin
1.00
MAN'S PLACE IN NATURE Hu.lcy .. :1.00
C REA T I ON:
NON-EVOLUTIONARY
TIiEORIES: Brewstor .............• 3.50
RIDDLE OF THE UNIVERSE: H.,.ekel "
2.50
TIlE BIBLE IN:l.1.ASK EO: .Io,eph Lewi. I. J 5
THE STORY OF THE INQUISITION .. 3.20
EVOLUTION: Monthly, One year........ 1.00
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porary life-politics, books, music,l
drama, art.
Prints news the dailies don't
Three Months Trial

$1
NEW YORK

20 VESEY ST.

The

HAUELOCK ELLlS
number of the Birth Control Review
is an unique contribution to magazine literature. Articles by Robert
Morse Lovett, August Forel, Dr. G.
V. Hamilton, Dr. H. Vi'. Long, Mary
Austin, ]ulian Huxley, Van "Vyck
Brooks, ]oseph \Vood Krutch, Rev.
Ernest Caldecott and others. Start
your subscription with this issue.
(February). Send $2 with this Ad
to the
BIRTH CONTROL REVIEW,
104 5th Ave..... New York City
Name
AddreJS

Read

"My opinion about the farce in Tennessee and Arkans~s is that it will only
stimulate the study of Evolution. All the
ambitious youths and students will now
dive into it and the actions of the fools in
the different states will ha\'e one thing to
their credit.
Gideoll Pellrod M amCJ', AI.D., Kansas.
"\Ve have had many fine reports in class
by students getting their material from
EVOLUTION.
I am teaching in a Methodist Denominational School in a Fundamentalist community and have poured evolution into the
students as fast as I could feed it to them
for four years and three summers. "Ve had
a modernist president but lately a change
was made and a fundamentalist was appointed. Of course you know what happened without my telling you. Almost
half of the instructors will not be hired
for next year and I am looking for another position. The excuse for letting so
many of us go was that the new president
was going to economize by cutting out
small classes but I notice that the liberals,
materialists, and e\·olutionists are the ones
to go."
Kansas.
(For obvious reasons we ha ye omitted the
name).
"The age-old quarrel between religion
and science gets right down to brass tacks
in Mount Vernon Washington, where a
farmer is hale~ into court for refusing to
allow the st~te to test his cows for tuberculosis. Such a test, the farmer asserted,
was contrary to his religion."
Portland News, (Oreg.) Dec. 17, 1928

LET
FREEDOM

RING

PITY THE HEATHEN

By
ARTHUR ..GARFIELD

FROM OUR READERS
"Your stuff may work with some men.
But I am not one of that bunch. So keep
your d~mnable stuff. \Ve don't need it here
in Okla."-G. IV. Harris, Luther, Okla.

HAYS

The story of the Scopes casealmost unbelievable but trueThe author was one of the
lawyers in the case.
Price $2.50

HORACE B. LIVERIGHT

If EVOLUTION reachcs only
convinced evolutionists it isn't
worth printing.
Our real task is
to carry the facts about evolution
to those who do not understand
what it is all about, so they can
no longer be stampedcd by fundamentalists. This we can do only
with your help .. Order a few extra
copies to give friends and neighbors. We'l! send you five copies
each month for a whole year for
only $2.1'0.

NEW YORK, N. Y.

1 West 123rd Street
(Opp.Mt. Morris Park West)
Harlem 8250-8251
Competent resident physician; full
co·operation of reliable and COOl'
petent nursing staff.
Attractive home surroundings; telephone and fan in every room;
courtesy and efficiency.
Rates moderate.

Obstetrical-Medical-Surgical
Nose and Throat
HEALTH FOOD, Not Breakfast Food
Food for ever}" meal and for every ailing
person-has stood the public test 29 years.
Tyler's Macerated (whole) Wheat Combination-fruit, nuts, etc. (no drugs)tasty, ready to cat-banishes constipation
at once, restoring normal hcalth and
strength.
Incomparable for women in
delicate condition. Send dollar or check
for week's supply on a money-back guarantee. BYRON TYLER (Established
1899), 1920 Gibraltar Bildg., Kansas
City, Mo.

DR. N. S. HANOKA
DENTAL SURGEON
High Class Dentistry
At Moderate Prices
61' WEST 117th STREET
University 8950 New York, N. Y.
AMERICAN SECULAR UNION
stands for the principles proclaimed in the
Nine Demands for Liberalism or the comr1ete separation of church and state. Organiz;cd 1876. Incorporated 1900 undcr
the laws of Illinois. A representativc national organiz;ation m~nagcd by a board
of directors elected by thc membership
every third year.
Annual membership,
$1.00: Life $10.00. Address all communications to \V. L. 'Maclaskey, Secretary,
P. O. Box 1109, Chicago, Illinois.
"GODLESS EflOLUTlON" AND
"THE BIBLE IN THE BALI/NCE"

ATHEIST

TRACTS

FREE

Write:
American Association for the
Advancement of Atheism, Inc.
119 E. 14th St., New York, N. Y.
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National Freethought Weekly
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GEORGE E. MCDONALD, Editor
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In the March Issue

What is

Plain Talk?
Plain Talk is the challenger of
human acts, thoughts and monuments. It is aware of the fact that
nothing human is ever settled. It
perceives that what was true this
morning may not be true this
afternoon.
od
ng
rs.
bi-

Plain Talk stimulates ... motivates. It debates, heckles, in forms,
advises, destroys, rebuilds, entertains. It asks and answers. It lifts
the log of convention and examines the beetles, the fungus, the
rot.

HOW BRITISH GUILE SCUTTLED THE AMERICAN NAVY-By Rear Admiral
Bradley A. Fiske, U. S. N. Materialist!-Anti-Christian!-Jingoist!-shouts the mob
as Admiral Fiske tells what he knows about disarmament. And he knows plentywhether you agree with him or not! A sitting article, this, that will start 'em talkingloud and long!

THE DISAPPEARANCE OF THE HOME-by Louis Bromfield Mr. Bromfieldwho writes good books, even if they arc "best sellers"!!-gives us two startling pictures
of what is humorously called the "home"-old and new. Prohibition, says he, did, of
course, pull father away from the corner saloon-but it also sent the caildren .to gin
parties! And-now where are we?

THOMAS, SON OF GOD-By Carl Von Hoffman. An explorer and lecturer brings
us, from darkest Africa, this fantastic, but true, story of a white man's religion, a native
black man's mind, epilepsy and a desire for glory. Thomas, Son of God, follows a
strange and bloody trail of evangelism.
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Who Arc The
PLAIN TALKERS?
III its first ycar, Plain Talk attracted the principal thinkers,
writers, reactionaries of all countries. As for instance:
Pro£. Harry Elmer Barnes
Sila. Bent
Louis Bromficld
Stuart Chase
Clare nee Darrow
Dr. Leo Drettka
Will Durant
Sen. Edw. I. Edwards
Havelock Ellis
Dr. H. S. J ennings
Hermann Keyserling
Stephen Leacock
Ben. B. Lindsey
Emil Ludwig
Edgar Lee Masters
Benito Mussolini
Dr. Abraham Myerson
Charles G. Norris
Arthur Schnittler
George Bernard Shaw
Laurence Stallings
Hendrik \ViJlem Van Loon

WHO LAUGHS AT THE INSANE?-by John E. Lind, M. D. For 10 years in
charge of the department for the criminal insane in a Washington hospital, Dr. Lind
secs a gigantic and well-merited inferiority complex in those who laugh at the insane.
Perhaps, we wonder, it's just as well to be half-witted as it is to be stupid.

Also these Provocative Articles
SPEAKING OF CABINET MEMBERS-by J. M. Scammell.
B. MUSSOLINI'S QUARREL WITH THE ROYAL FAMILY-by Vincent Sheean.
WHEN I WAS A STRIKE-BREAKER-by Russell Bookhout.
WHY WOMEN ATHLETES LACK CHARM-by S. E. Bilik, M. D.
PROTESTANTISM'S SLIDE TO AVERNUS-by Rev. Wm. Gregory. (And others!)

Keep Up With The Times -

Order PLAIN TALK Today!

5
ISSUES
Speciai (}e{jlcpmiJzted Offer
for Next

. PI~in Talk is 35c a copy, at all News Stands
FIve lssues of Plain Talk, bought singly, would cost $1.75.
The coupon below is therefore worth 75 cents. Mail it today
with a dollar bil~ and make sure of getting the March and the
four ensuing issues. You will then be sure of not missing any of
Plain Talk's treasure store of literary surprises. Detach this
coupon NOW.
Mail it TODAY.

"'---r"

I

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

PLAIN TALK,
225 Varick St., New York, N. Y.
I enclose $1, for which please enter my subscription for Plain Talk

I for five months, beginning with the March issue (Just Out) at the special
I get-acquainted rate of $1 for the 5 issues.
I

Name
Address

.
.
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THE GREAT DEBATE

EVOLUTION
Fact or Fake?
It is a Fact

It is a Fake

JOSEPH McCABE

W. B. RILEY

World's Greatest

President World's Christian

Popularizer of

Science

Fundamentals Association

Chairm::n: JUSTICE JOHN FORD
of the Supreme Court

"The voice of the people IS not always god like. On
the contrary, a majority vote is often foolish. Look at
the absurdity of the anti-evolution law recently passed by
a thumping majority of the voters of Arkansas . . .

MECCA AUDITORIUM
130 West 55th Street - New York

""Ve have been deceiving ourselves a long time in talking about the sacredness of majori ty rule. There is nothing necessarily divine or even intelligent about the opinion
registered by 51 per cent or el·en more of those voting On
a particular measure . . .

THURSDAY, FEB. 7, 8 P. M. Sharp
Admission: $2.00, 1.50, 1.00, .50 All seats reserved

"No man outside of Bedlam would think of inviting a
town meeting to vote on the question of taking out somebody's appendix or of prescribing the strength of materials
to be used in a bridge. Yet evolution is far more complicated than surgery or bridge building, .. "

Reservations now at the office of
EVOLUTION, -

96 Fifth Ave, -

New York

-From editorial ill Collier's for Dcc. 22, 1928.

THE MOST INTERESTING
event of the year will be the clash ben...een .McCabe and Riley, representing two conflicting ideas,
struggling for world mastery. Each lllan is recognized champion-spokesman of his side, in deadly
earnest. The result of this momentous occasion
will flash around the world.
IF YOU HAVE A FRIEND
who isn't guite SUre about evolution, bring him.
McCabe, Master of Lucidity, will make it clear.
And if you have one that thinks all fundamentalists
are "backwoods hill-billies", bring him too. Riley
will force him to take fundamentalists seriously.

IN EVERY ONE OF TWENTY·ONE
evolution debates in which Riley has taken part,
fundamentalists were in the majority. Evolutionists
must see to it that here in New York the aud·
lence IS
FIFTY - FIFTY
We call every reader to help sell tickets in advance
to fill the hall. With every five tickets paid fot,
BEFORE the day of the debate, we'll give one
ticket free of charge, so you can bring your friends.
Each speaker is a ready wit, and you'll be sure to
GET A KICK OUT OF IT.
It will be entertainment supreme.

...........................................................................................................................
EVOLUTION
96 Fifth Ave" N ew York

Date
Send me best available reserved seat tidets 1IlcCabe-Riley Mecca Auditorium debate February 7th.
extra ticket is given with every five paid for)
.@ $2.00

Nam~

.. n.@ $1.50

.@ $1.00

• •••

n

•••

@ .50

AlllOlIll t Enclosed

.
(One

$ ..

.......................................... ..... AdJress

(Send ch:ck with order if ~ossible, Howenr, i,f you cannot ad vance the cash we'll be pleased to let you have as many tickets
as you think you can sell, with the understanding that )"ouu will return or pay for them by \\'ednesday February 6th the day
BEFORE the debate.)
,
,

